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Introduction

The National Arts Council finds itself at a critical 

juncture in reinventing itself to remain relevant in 

an ever-changing arts, culture and heritage sector.

The NAC has remained committed to supporting 

the objectives of the Department of Arts and 

Culture.

In maintaining this support and addressing some 

of the challenges previously experienced, the 

entity has continued with its strategic realignment.

Strategy realignment has showcased the 

importance of recognising the breadth of the arts 

sector and has forced the organisation to think 

around the extended value chain in the sector.  



Introduction

Following the strategic realignment process, the 

NAC will introduce new goals which speak to 

country imperatives and the needs of the sector. 

Furthermore, the NAC will move away from a 

discipline-based approach to funding and introduce 

a programmatic approach which will see funding 

allocation to beneficiaries located within specified 

programmes instead of individual disciplines. 

Moving forward, calls for funding will focus on 

programmes namely, Social Cohesion and Nation 

Building, Innovation, Design and Creation, Arts 

Platforms/Showcases/Exhibitions/Festivals, 

Strategic Initiatives  and Capacity Building. 
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Goals 
Goal 1 : Create a vibrant, inclusive and transformed 
Arts and Culture Sector ;

Goal 2: Achieve global recognition for our unique 
South African arts and culture;

Goal 3: Develop a sustainable capability that 
enables the arts to entertain, enrich and inspire;

Goal 4: Achieve increased access to markets and 
enable creative engagement for South African arts 
and artists; 

Goal 5: Increase awareness of the arts through 
advocacy;

Goal 6: Enhance the NAC’s capacity to support the 
arts by strengthening its governance, 
organisational design and processes.  



The NAC will focus on the following for the 

2018/19 period 

• Fund for impact through a  programmatic 

approach;

• Collaboration with global, provincial and local 

partners to leverage impact as a national 

agency;

• Disbursing funding appropriately and funding for 

impact;

• Conducting meaningful beneficiary monitoring 

and evaluation;

• Playing a critical role in promoting 

transformation, social cohesion and nation 

building as part of the entity’s responsibility to 

give expression to the National Development 

Plan;

• Steady the course of sound governance and 

financial management 
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Programmes 

Social cohesion and nation building

It is important that funding allocation is underpinned by
equity, inclusivity, diversity and participation of various
groups of people (women, youth, vulnerable people and
in particular people living with disabilities)

Innovation, design and creation

Content creation lies at the heart of the creative
industries. It aims to promote excellence and innovation
in new works. New innovative designs and works have
intrinsic and economic value which brings in the element
of dynamism and vibrancy to the arts. Research and
development are the essential elements in the creation of
new works.



Arts platforms/showcases/ exhibitions/festivals

Arts content creation and distribution are important for
audience development, audience engagement and for the
consumption of the arts.

Strategic Initiatives

Strategic initiatives focus on working with partners to
leverage available funding, build sustained capacity and
achieve real impact for the arts community. These
initiatives raise the profile of the sector. They have the
potential to develop and promote the arts significantly
locally, in the continent and globally.

Capacity building

Through support for the provision of training and 
education, this programme will offer grants and 
scholarships to help grow the talent of art practitioners, 
arts managers and other industry related professionals



THANK YOU


